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It is fitted with the same mixer tap as the TS2000N, made in France, trip-
ped by an infrared detection cell: an additional choice of wash basins
combining sturdiness, reliability, water savings and a competitive
edge.

Fewer legs: easier cleaning. It is now possible to insert a connection
plate between two units in your set-ups. This gives rise to improved
aesthetics and fewer and more distanced legs not getting in the way
of the cleaning scraper.

Development of wall pre-sorting units: they come with a rear splash back,
100 mm high and are supplied with new bag holders, 600 mm high, 
arranged behind hinged doors accessible under the tray rest. 
New option: tray rest that can be lifted up to facilitate bag extraction.

GC wash basin with electronic control

Connection plate between units

A wide choice of pre-sorting units



Flash our 
new products!

Sorting tables arranged at the interface of the dining area and the
washing up area. Made-to-measure stainless steel construction. Tray-
rest the dining side and smooth top arranged on wall or on legs to
organise sorting.  The washing up side has a roller area with diamond
point base + evacuation to evacuate racks to the dishwasher.  

Fancy a border to decorate your Bambino self-service line, lami-
nate tray-rest, stainless steel or granite rear panel on a dining
room unit? For units against a wall, are you looking for a
straight, rear edge, controls on front panel, cladding of the tech-
nical compartment and doors on storage compartments?
You can now directly cost all these options from the
Tournus price list. 

Now trending are in-line layouts of bain-marie units and units with toughe-
ned glass top to save space. Tournus Equipement is developing an additional
range of heated units: 900 mm high and surrounded by units of 720 mm
high, they boast a laminate-clad front and stainless steel sides. The tray-rest
is 620 mm high in keeping with the surrounding units

Combined washing up tables

Endless self-service possibilities
for you

Bambino heated units for in-line layouts
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